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WILD GOOSE FUSION

TM

COUNTER PRESSURE + ATMOSPHERIC CANNING SYSTEM

The first canning
system to offer
counter pressure
and atmospheric
filling.

Is the Wild Goose Fusion™ Right for You?
Wild Goose applied advanced digital fluid dynamics modeling
techniques to engineer an all-purpose counter pressure +
atmospheric filling system with unparalleled versatility.
Ready to handle your beverage challenges, Wild Goose’s
patent-pending filling technology is the right solution for
your diverse craft needs:
You want to can a wide
variety of beverage
types on the same
canning system

Your drinks have varying

Your facility does not have

product conditions, like

the ability to regulate

carbonation levels,

elevated product pressures

pressures, or temperatures

or temperatures

Package a range of
low, mid, and high
carbonated beverages

Accommodate higher
brite tank pressures or
temperatures coming
into the canning line
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Start your packaging
day with an RTD, then
can up your latest beer
in the afternoon
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The next generation
of counter pressure canning.
The Wild Goose Fusion™ Counter Pressure + Atmospheric Canning System
provides professional, fully automated packaging across a wide range of
product types and conditions to protect your canned craft beverages.
Along with patent-pending counter pressure and atmospheric dual filling
technology, plus an ergonomic frame and sleek design, the Wild Goose Fusion
system incorporates the latest in digital controls and user interface
innovations to give you precise command over every machine operation.
Whether you are canning a high carbonation seltzer, a still wine, or anything in
between, the Wild Goose Fusion system handles it.

Wild Goose offers the broadest range of craft filling systems in the industry.
Whether a Meheen™ bottling system, entry-level Gosling™, workhorse Evolution Series™ and
ultra-fast Dual Lane Evolution Series system, or – now – our versatile Wild Goose Fusion™
Counter Pressure + Atmospheric Canning System, we have the right filling system for you.
Wild Goose Filling
633 CTC Boulevard, Suite 100
Louisville, Colorado 80027 USA
P: +1 720.406.7442

www.WildGooseFilling.com

European Offices

Sales, Service & Support

• Barcelona, Spain
• Trento, Italy
• Budapest, Hungary

PROUDLY MANUFACTURED IN COLORADO. LOCAL SERVICE WORLDWIDE.
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EXPAND UP TO

35 CANS

PER MINUTE

MULTIPLE
CAN SIZES
Package a broad variety
of product types in
multiple can heights, body
diameters or lids to
expand your beverage
portfolio.
Wild Goose’s engineering
expertise makes it an easy
“QuickChange” between can and
lid formats while maintaining your
fill and seam integrity.
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PRODUCT CONDITION
FLEXIBILITY
Accommodate higher product
carbonation levels, pressures
and temperatures.
Enjoy that fizzy
‘pop’ every time
you crack open
a can!

GROW WHEN
YOU’RE READY
Just like the upgradeable
Evolution Series™ canning
systems pioneered by Wild
Goose, our Fusion canning
system can evolve with you.
Expand from 2 to 4 to 6 fill
heads on the same machine
footprint to boost speed and
meet your growing production
scale.

BEER

SELTZER

STILL & SPARKLING WINE

READY-TO-DRINK COCKTAILS
SODA

CANNABIS DRINKS

KOMBUCHA
AND MORE

Elevating the User Experience

Counter Pressure + Atmospheric
Canning Technology by Wild Goose

State-of-the-art software provides the
backbone for Wild Goose’s newest
operating system, delivering sophisticated
fine-tuned performance.

Our Wild Goose Fusion system design
uses patent-pending counter pressure
filling technologies developed by Wild Goose,
delivering accurate, repeatable fills across beverage types,
styles and conditions.

A streamlined user interface with digital
touch screen and high-resolution display
makes system control intuitive and
user-friendly.

The Wild Goose Fusion combines the best of our pioneering
fast-pour innovations with the versatile bandwidth of
pressurized filling. Get unmatched canning performance,
with counter pressure for your carbonation and
temperature challenges or atmospheric filling for speed.

Future software upgrades and new
features can be added to your existing
system remotely via internet, giving you
immediate access to Wild Goose’s
next-gen advancements.

Innovating a New Era of Counter Pressure
Wild Goose’s Fusion counter pressure system technology does not
require a pressure bowl or drum found on conventional counter
pressure machines.
This revolutionary design upholds your packaging quality
while giving you a light-weight, agile canning system with:

Fast fill cycles
Low dissolved oxygen
Safe operation
Minimal cleaning time
Low operating costs

Beverage Quality Control
If your product pressure changes, the system monitors
and adapts in real time, controlling product breakout
and preserving your fill volume.
United with Wild Goose’s proven seaming technology,
the Wild Goose Fusion keeps carbonation in and
dissolved oxygen out, protecting the integrity and shelf
life of your beverage.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Product Types: Full range of still and sparkling beverages
Speed Up To:

Based on 12 oz (355 mL) can at optimal product conditions

2-Head Filler
18 cans/min
1080 cans/hr
45 cases/hr
3.3 bbl/hr
101.2 gal/hr
3.8 hL/hr
0.38 m³/hr
383.2 L/hr

4-Head Filler
25 cans/min
1500 cans/hr
62.5 cases/hr
4.5 bbl/hr
140.6 gal/hr
5.3 hL/hr
0.53 m³/hr
532.2 L/hr

6-Head Filler
35 cans/min
2100 cans/hr
87.5 cases/hr
6.3 bbl/hr
196.8 gal/hr
7.5 hL/hr
0.75 m³/hr
745.1 L/hr

Configurations: Standard, Mobile, CE-Certified
System Utilities:

Power: Single-phase 30A @230VAC, 60 Hz

Air: Clean, dry compressed air required at 90-100 PSI, 12.2 CFM
(6.2-6.9 bar, 345 L/min)

CO2: Required at 20-30 PSI dependent on add-on options

Can Size: Range of standard and sleek can sizes,
including 211 and 204 bodies up to 19.2 oz
Dimensions:
88” (224 cm) L x 38” (97 cm) W x 116” (295 cm) H
81” (205 cm) H when lid tube removed

Deck Height: 40” (101.5 cm) with casters;
adjustable 38”-42” (96.5 cm - 106.5 cm)
Weight: Up to 1,200 lb (544 kg)
Options:
• Flow Meters
• QuickChange System™ for Lid Changes
• Rinse Tunnel & Air Nozzles
• Inlet Pressure & Temperature Monitors
• Liquid Nitrogen Dosing
• Accumulation Pack-Out Conveyor
• Manual Whale Tail Infeed Tray
• Blue Lift for Depalletization
• Spare Parts Kit

2-YEAR WILD GOOSE WARRANTY

We offer Wild Goose Financing. Contact us to learn more about your options.
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